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Ocean Tourbillon GMT 
 
 

Harry Winston is pleased to introduce a new and exciting version of the Ocean 
Tourbillon GMT.  The Harry Winston Ocean Tourbillon GMT combines a tourbillon, one 
of fine watchmaking’s most sophisticated and technically challenging complications, 
with a dual time-zone function, in a timepiece that has all the unmistakable flair of the 
Harry Winston Ocean Collection.   
 
The combination of a tourbillon’s precision with the practicality of the GMT function 
makes the Ocean Tourbillon GMT both extremely useful, while offering the wearer a 
timepiece that encapsulates two of high horology’s most significant achievements on 
the wrist, with a contemporary design that makes it uniquely Harry Winston.   
 
The dial has been redesigned with in a dynamic new all-black interpretation, in which 
the dual time zone displays and the tourbillon are arranged in overlapping circles, 
leading the eye around the dial in a masterful composition of precisely arranged 
elements.  This multi-level composition places the tourbillon, as it deserves, in the 
foreground, where its hypnotic rotation draws the viewer in; mounted on the central 
axis of the tourbillon is a seconds hand rotating, as the tourbillon does, once per minute.   
 
The time zone to which the local time display is set is shown by a pointer indicating a 
reference city, revealed in an aperture at the top of the dial.  A day/night indication for 
the second time zone completes the wealth of information presented legibly. 
 
Equipped with a self-winding mechanical movement comprised of 550 parts finished to 
the highest standards of haute horlogerie, hand chamfered with vertical Côtes de 
Genève and black ruthenium treatment, this timepiece offers a power-reserve of 110 
hours. 
 
Both an homage to one of fine watchmaking's most sophisticated and intriguing 
innovations, and a demonstration of the mastery of inspired design that is the hallmark 
of watchmaking at Harry Winston, the Ocean Tourbillon GMT is available in a strictly 
limited edition of 100 pieces worldwide: 50 pieces in 18K white gold and 50 pieces in 
18K rose gold.   
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Ocean Tourbillon GMT 
 

Technical Specifications 
 
 

Name Ocean Tourbillon GMT 
 

References  OCEATG45WW004 
 OCEATG45RR003 
 

Movement 
Caliber 
 

 
HW1005 

Type Mechanical, automatic winding 
 

Dimensions of movement  Diameter:  36 mm 
 Height:  8.8 mm   
 

Number of components 550 components 
 

Number of jewels 34 rubies 
 

Power reserve 110 hours 
 

Barrels  Twin barrels in series 
 One barrel equipped with a slipping spring 

 
Balance wheel 
 

Variable inertia balance wheel 

Alt. / hour 28’800 (4Hz) 
 

Balance spring Flat balance spring 
 

Movement finish  Hand chamfered 
 Vertical Côtes de Genève 
 Polished 
 Black ruthenium treatment 

 

Functions  Hours, minutes 
 Second hand on the tourbillon 
 GMT with an aperture displaying the city 
 Day and night indicator of the second time zone 
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Case 
Material 
Finish 

 
 18K white gold or 18K rose gold 
 Satin finish 
 

Case dimensions  Diameter:  45 mm 
 Height:  15 mm 
 

Crystal Sapphire 
 

Case back Sapphire-crystal display back 
 

Water resistance 100 meters 
 

Crown 
 

18K white gold or 18K rose gold crown with embossed “HW” logo 

Dial  Black galvanic dial 
 Applied hours and minutes on both home time and second time 

zones with circular diamond point finish at the center 
 Applied tourbillon aperture with circular satin-brushed finish and 

engraved seconds 
 Arrow shaped, angled city pointer 
 Diamond polished rhodium plated 
 Black Super Luminova on hands 
 Two applied sapphires over the indexes of both time zones 

 

Strap 
 

Hand-sewn black matte alligator leather 

Buckle 
 

18K white gold or 18K rose gold ardillon buckle 
 

Limited Edition 
White gold 
Rose gold 

 
 50 pieces 
 50 pieces 
 

Collection 
 

Harry Winston The Ocean Collection™ 

 
 
 
 
 
 


